FAQ about ORCID

Create or connect your ORCID ID
Go to your **Personal overview** in PURE and **Edit Profile**:

Under **Metadata** you can create or connect your ORCID ID:

Authorize automatic update
After connecting your ORCID ID you can **Authorize** automatic update:
Visible ORCID ID in your personal AU profile

Add your ORCID ID to you Research and education information:

Example:

JANNE LYTOFT SIMONSEN  MSc, PhD, Research Librarian

The State and University Library
Vicør Albacs Vaj 1
building 1415, 0.04
8000 Aarhus C
Denmark
jsi@statbiblioteket.dk
Phone: +4581462366
Mobile: 21387814

AU Student Administration and Services - Sundhedvidenskab
Vennalyst Boulevard 4
8000 Aarhus C
Denmark
jsi@au.dk
Phone: +4581462366
Mobile: 21387814

ORCID ID: 0000-0002-4565-5583

Make sure that the direct link from the ORCID number is active: ORCID ID: 0000-0002-4565-5583

If the number is not active, Right Click and Edit Hyperlink, and insert number under Address: http://orcid.org/0000-0002-4565-5583